Windhounds Belle Canto

Female
White & Silver
Whelped May 27, 1971
Bred by Aatis Lillstrom

Owner: Aatis & Lynette Lillstrom
Knox, PA

Ch. Tamazar of Twin Elms
Ch. Duke Alexander of Twin Elms
Karenina of Twin Elms, CD

Sire: Clouds Clouds Wish O Twin Elms
Ch. Barin Borisky
Zarka of Twin Elms
Dvoryanka of Twin Elms

Ch. Tammogin of Sunbarr
Malora’s Bede of Sunbarr
Hoheit vom Bergland (German imp.)

Dam: Silk Will Smoke of Sunbarr
Ilja v. Bergland (German import)
Malora’s Beata of Sunbarr
Bright of Barnaigh (Scotch import)